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About This Game

Tight controls and a smooth learning curve will have you knocking it out of the park in no time in this awesome arcade baseball
simulator. Polygon’s 2014 Sports Game of the Year.

Features:

Realistic Simulation and Physics: Don’t be fooled by the light-hearted/comical presentation; the fundamentals of
baseball are well represented and if someone isn’t familiar with the rules, they will be after playing Super Mega Baseball.

Groundbreaking Difficulty System: Super Mega Baseball boasts an innovative difficulty control scheme called the
Ego system. The Ego system offers a fine-grained control of difficulty on a per-user basis, which has been widely
praised for leveling the playing field in cooperative and competitive modes. This system will push seasoned gamers to
their limits while simultaneously providing a gentle introduction for beginners.

Up-to Four Player Local Co-op Play: In addition to solo play, players can try their hand at head-to-head, 2v1, 2v2 and
co-op against the CPU. In co-op mode, teammates alternate batting/running each time at-bat, and alternate
pitching/fielding each inning, meaning ballplayers need to be on their toes every play. To even games, players can use
the Ego system to set up a competitive game between friends of any skill level.
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Ultra Responsive and Blazing Fast Gameplay: Controls are easy to learn, but players will need to master jumping,
diving, wall-catches, power-swings and cut-off plays to properly dominate friends. Short load times and a streamlined
interface means most of the time is spent in the action, with nine-inning games taking around 20 minutes to play.

Full Batting and Pitching Statistics: Most baseball statistics imaginable are available and ballplayers can use these to
show off their MVP-quality skills.

Leveling System: Players tally up Starpoints for hits, strikeouts and catches during each game and Level Up once they
collect enough points. Players can hire staff to train and coach their squad, improving skill attributes such as Power and
Speed. Use that jacked up team to win at higher difficulties (and post higher leaderboard scores than friends)!

Player Customization: Customize the look and names of a team’s players to create a ragtag crew of family and friends.
Make as many aesthetic adjustments as you can imagine!
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Title: Super Mega Baseball: Extra Innings
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Metalhead Software Inc.
Publisher:
Metalhead Software Inc.
Release Date: 21 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DX11 compatible

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Supossedly, the game developer runs an ophthalmology clinic..
This game is the easiest way to get your eyes bleeding in just no time and blind eventually. After few hours of playing from your
favorite color red goes to the most hated :D. Overall it gives a great feeling of playing the game. You can even set the
dice\/throw one at a time.

The biggest problem is that the dice physics are really bad. The dice seem heavy and soft and its nothing like real dice throwing.

To add to the immersion, i would change the computer generated voice announcing the numbers to actual audio of people saying
the common phrases dealers say when announcing craps rolls.

All in all, would definitely recommend this to Vive users that enjoy or want to learn craps, but please dont stop polishing it!.

if you create a blackjack one with a game mode where you can bet multiple chairs and practice counting cards, id buy that too!.
Close to 6 hours for me to unlock everything. Game is short but pretty sweet. I reccomend it on the account that it is free and
you can use your own music. It is replayable, a great time-waster. It has very high potentional to be even greater. Give it a try (=.
Has gameplay similar to Colbiri Games's very good The Tiny Bang Story, another artistic puzzle game where you can gather
collectibles hidden in plain sight once you learn what you need them for. Free download provides Part 1, which took under an
hour to complete, and basically serves as a demo for the full game, sold as a DLC.

The screenshots above will give you a sample of its brightly grungy art style. I liked its nifty hint system gated behind a different
puzzle to point you to collectibles you've missed.

The only downside for me was that I found its puzzles too easy, but I enjoyed passing an hour with it.. i installed it but nowhere
to see in the game?
. Can't beat 'em so eat 'em.
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Truly mediocre. Clunky and unintuitive, a lot of empty space and repetitive play, and the plot is barely worth mentioning.

There is really better games in the genre out there. If you can get it with a voucher, then I guess, but you can really do better..
Where is Tak

Also good price for some lil sweet sweet games but it'd be even better to also get if not the source a cheatsheet with formulas or
brief explanations about the awesome procedural visuals you all make. There is an absolutely astounding amount of talent put
into these pieces, love you guys' work.. This lovely little game is that rarest of gems in the flood of so-called edu-tainment: it's a
game which is fun as a game, and which also does a great job at teaching the skills it's supposed to teach. My 5- and 6-year-old
love it and fight over who gets to play it.

Here's hoping there will be more in this vein from these developers!. Man, this has pretty good music for a low-budget puzzle
game.

Oh right, the game? Okay, well, it's one of the best casual puzzle games I've played! If you like casual puzzle games, you should
get this.

And then remove yourself from my friends list.

...Okay, for reals though, I still recommend this game anyway.
Also, why is the music so disproportionately good?!. Interesting game. Has 16 pictures of different cities, that you have to
correctly identify. Getting all correct unlocks all but one of the achievements, which requires a 2 hour playtime\/idle. Probably a
refund-blocking measure.

Still decent for what it is. Just... wait for a sale.. Pro:
-The game design itself was gorgeous
-Definite throwback to the games of my youth
-The Devs were polite and corteous

Con:
-Game crashes at start
-When it does decide to run, controller or KB+M doesn't want to work
-Massive video lag
-Texture issues

I've had this game for a few years now, paid $20 for what I knew to be an investment that may or may not work out. Devs did
what they could to try and help me out. I don't like not hearing much about how they plan to fix it, but if Chromaphore becomes
an actual thing and is released, I hope those of us who bought Two Brothers back when it was still being finished will at least get
grandfathered in.

I will update my review on a later date if things change.. I bought this game after hearing about it on the Co-Optional Podcast. I
really dig picross puzzles and eat these things up pretty quick. I've done about 25 of the puzzles so far, of the regular mode. I
haven't done any of the other mode yet.

So far, the game isn't that great. Paint It Back is better. The way you fill in the puzzle, the game automatically colors it as you go
along, making it somewhat confusing sometimes as to what you've done and what's left to do. The music is dumb, I turned it off
pretty quick. There aren't any settings to turn the puzzles to a black and white color scheme rather than color, which would have
been much better. Every few puzzles there's an annoying pop-up begging you to sign up for a newsletter. After a few "maybe
laters" I put in a fake email address to make it quit coming back up again and again.

If it was a couple of dollars I'd buy it. I wouldn't buy it at its current price point though.. - Original Review after a couple of
hours of play -
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The server was moved after several days of being offline, and I was finally able to give the game a try.

My impressions -

Positives:
+ Good variety of creatures
+ Leveling seems fairly easy, at least in the beginning
+ Can pick the skills you want to use
+ No quests means you can really go do whatever you want

Negatives:
- Mob AI is pretty bad. Lots of them just stand around while you hit them, others kill you off with no warning or follow you
forever
- Mana regeneration is very slow, at least in the early going, which means you spend a lot of time just kiting in circles or
standing around doing nothing
- Abilities need better descriptions and equipment\/skill points need explanations
- Server stability - The server went down and\/or I was booted at least 5 times in the few hours I played
- Toxic community - I was pk'd by two different people multiple times that could oneshot me, as they obviously outleveled me
by a huge amount (had mounts and everything, so there was no way I could run away either), and just rode over and attacked
without a word. I also had numerous other people decide to grab the loot that the mobs I was killing dropped, and\/or "help" me
kill something that was nearly dead only to grab the loot.

Verdict:

Considering the cost, I'm pretty impressed with the framework here. The game has potential, but until some of the issues are
fixed (especially the "free" looting issue and the fact that there seems to be no penalty for killing people that are trivial to you
multiple times, both of which I can only see getting worse with a higher population), I can't really recommend it.

- Updated Review -

I've been playing some more, and did manage to find some people that didn't try to kill me on sight, and even a couple of
generous players who offered tips and a mount, which was much appreciated. Having said that, the community is still an issue.
Though this has become less frequent after gaining a fair number of levels, I'm still one-shot killed at times, often by people I
didn't even see approach despite watching for them (I have a feeling this is due to the "recall" points, as people pop out of thin
air when they recall), and I've been killed while still logging in several times as well. I'll readily admit I'm not much of a fan of
pvp in the first place, but I can't really understand how "pvp" where one player kills another in one hit over and over again would
be fun for anyone.

I'm also finding (in line with what's mentioned in the comments) that there's less variety in mobs than I originally thought, as a
lot of areas are just empty, and the pve seems to be pretty repetitive, as even though I'm still at a fairly low level compared to a
number of players, unless I aggro a huge group of ranged mobs or fight a dragon, I'm already not finding too many challenges.

Having said that, I'm now close to 20 hours into the game, and have been enjoying it more than I was in the beginning, so I'll
change my recommendation to a "yes" with the caveat that there are still a bunch of issues with the game that hopefully will be
addressed in the future.
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